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Day Night Camera’s
CDI Services are proud to introduce the
Vista Protos3 1/3” colour / monochrome
Camera Range is designed to meet security
needs in low light conditions in
monochrome, while giving the desired
colour image during daylight hours.
Based on the highly successful Protos3
range of cameras, these cost effective day /
night models provide with their IR cut filter
fitted, exceptional picture quality in both
colour and monochrome modes of operation
Providing 380 TV lines resolution with the
VPC9032/CM and 580 TV lines from the
VPC9132/CM, 24 hour surveillance to an
extensive range of applications is readily
achievable.
PROTOS3, THE COMPLETE CAMERA
SOLUTION
MAIN FEATURES:
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Providing bespoke solutions for the Commercial, Domestic and Industrial market is our speciality.

Standard lenses are not optimized for effective 24
hour surveillance as it is often only possible to
focus the lens either for daylight operation or
night time operation, but not both. However,
IR corrected lenses do not suffer from such
focussing issues and are able to capture quality
images both during the day and under visible, or
non visible infra red lighting at night.
The lens aperture is able to operate between 2.8
and 11mm which gives the user an extremely
flexible range of viewing options that
can be locked by using the locking mechanism on
the lens housing.
IDEAL FOR APPLICATION
. Retail outlets
. Warehouses
. Commercial premises
. Anywhere where white or infra red
lighting is being used

MAIN FEATURES:
. No focus shift between visible
light and infra red illuminaed
scenes
. Varifocal 2.8 to 11mm
. Direct drive
. High quality optics

Ideal for any application, the robust, IP66
rated die-cast Aluminum housing provides
the camera with the necessary protection
from a demanding environment.

The internal camera cavity is simply
accessed by loosening 2 screws with cable
conduits led out through either full or semi
cable managed bracket.

The attractive marine finished of the Vista
infrared lamps belies the extremely robust
nature of their unit lying beneath.
Manufactured to an impressive IP66 rating, the
units epoxy coated aluminium casing is
imperious to attack from even the most hostile
of environmental conditions.
Effective camera operation needs more than just the right camera. Its positioning, housing and
fixings need to be right too. Whether you need pan and tilt units, the tallest towers, or IR lighting,
you can source it from CDI Services.
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